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The Homebuilding Experience Reimagined
Your Premier San Antonio Custom Home Builder

We can help put you in your dream home with our transitional, modern, and contemporary homes, custom-built in the heart of Texas.
Schedule a ConsultationView Home Designs ➔









We build high performance homes in select communities in San Antonio, Texas

Cantera Hills Community in San Antonio
The Canyons at Scenic Loop Community in San Antonio







High Performance Homes

Learn how High Performance Building can benefit you.

Only high performance homes stand the test of time and provide the best in quality. At UrbanLUX, we build high performance homes to match your budget.
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Incredible Quality
Avoid costly repairs from competitors who cut corners. Our homes are built with preferred building materials and best practices, so you can save over the life of your project.
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Powerful Air Filtration
Available air filtration from the industry renowned Super-V which provides whole home air filtration for improved wellness.
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Energy Efficiency
Our homes are built to be energy efficient for reduced cost of ownership and improved safety for you and your family.



Schedule a ConsultationLearn More
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100%
Care and dedication from our team to your family
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Why choose UrbanLUX as your San Antonio Custom Home Builder?

We have the experience and knowledge to truly guide you through the process as well as provide the brand name finishes that you trust. You can choose the finishes and materials for a truly custom experience that is all your own.
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A comprehensive 10 step process
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Available home designs from our partners at Silas & Lacey
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Custom architectural plans welcome
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High performance, energy efficient homes
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Reliable quality that you can see and trust


Schedule a ConsultationView Home Designs











Communities We Serve

Explore our vibrant San Antonio communities to find your perfect home.
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Cantera Hills Community in San Antonio

Discover the beauty and serenity of Cantera Hills, a premier San Antonio community.

View Community
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The Canyons at Scenic Loop Community in San Antonio

Discover the beauty and serenity of The Canyons at Scenic Loop, a vibrant San Antonio community.

View Community










View all Communities






Your dream home, 
Built how you like it.





Services

UrbanLUX, Better Home Builders

Transform your vision for a new house into reality with our comprehensive services. Experience excellence in every aspect of your home construction journey.

Schedule a Consultation
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Planning & Consultation

Expert planning & consultation for your dream home.

Learn more
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Architectural & Interior Design

Elegant architectural & interior design for a personalized touch.

Learn more
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High Efficiency Building

Sustainable house building for energy-efficient and eco-friendly homes.

Learn more
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Move-in Ready Homes

Ready-to-live-in homes with impeccable design and quality craftsmanship.

Learn more














High Performance Home Designs

Floor Plans for High Performance Homes

Explore the possibilities and find the plans for your dream home. Request one of 600+ floorplans available from Silas Lacey to get started. From here we can customize new plans to match your vision with your space. In a scheduled session we can review any number of incredible options.
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Contemporary luxury with 3 beds, office, media room, and 4-car garage.
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View Home Design
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Charming Craftsman design, 3 beds, office, 3.5 baths, 3-car garage.
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View Home Design
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Charming farmhouse design, 3 beds, 2 baths, 2-car garage, spacious loft.
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View Home Design
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Elegant Farmhouse with 3 beds, 2 baths, covered porch, and 2-car garage.
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View Home Design
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Upscale farmhouse design, 3 beds, 3 baths, open concept, luxury outdoor living.
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Hill Country charm, 3 beds, 2.5 baths, open plan, spacious patio.
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Custom Packages to Suit Every Taste

Make it your own with everything from custom appliance packages to picking your very own building materials yourself. These are just a few of the many wonderful options available.
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HVAC
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High End Appliances
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Water Filtration
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Disability Options
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Garden Options

[image: wifi based smart home icon]

Home Automation
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Pool & Spa Options

[image: Laundry appliances icon ]

Laundry Options
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Outdoor Living

[image: camera icon demonstrates home security packages ]

Automated Security

[image: energy efficiency options]

Energy Efficiency Options
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Video surveillance






Love from our Clients

Some of our satisfied homeowners share reviews of their UrbanLux Builders experience...




















"Nothing compares to this quality at this price point anywhere in Boerne, TX.  The planning was smooth and construction was quick. The end product has honestly made me so happy, my family and I love our home!”

CZ


Crazy Red & Zesty
San Antonio Native
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"As a family we have bought 3 new homes from Patrick and looking at another 3 this year. He is very professional, makes it a priority to address any concerns, issues or requests and is always positive. Super to work with and builds a very nice home with great value. Highly recommended!"

RW


Rob Wiggins
San Antonio Native
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"Patrick made the whole design and options process a breeze and was truly invaluable to our home buying experience. We get nothing but compliments on our home and could not be happier with the finished home they constructed."

CW


C. Wiggins
San Antonio Native
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"Patrick is truly dedicated to delivering a dream home!  His passion for building is evident by his readiness to customize plans and create a home that's exactly what the buyer envisions. He has gone above and beyond to provide great customer service. It's a pleasure to get to work with him.  Thank you, Patrick!"

LL


Lily
San Antonio Native
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"Nothing compares to this quality at this price point anywhere in Boerne, TX.  The process was smooth and construction was quick. The end product has honestly made me so happy, my family and I love our home!”

Crazy Red & Zesty
San Antonio Native
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"Patrick is truly dedicated to delivering a dream home!  His passion for building is evident by his readiness to customize plans and create a home that's exactly what the buyer envisions.  He has gone above and beyond to provide great customer service. It's a pleasure to get to work with him.”

Lily Antonia
Position, Company name
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"Patrick is truly dedicated to delivering a dream home!  His passion for building is evident by his readiness to customize plans and create a home that's exactly what the buyer envisions.  He has gone above and beyond to provide great customer service. It's a pleasure to get to work with him.”

Lily Antonia
Position, Company name
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LUX Weekly

Recent Blog Posts

Your one-stop for the latest news in real estate building and development.
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New Home Construction vs. Home Renovations
A comparison of buying a custom home or renovating a current one

5 min read

View Post
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Luxury Kitchen - UrbanLUX Homes
High performance home building means that your home is built for generations

4 min read

View Post
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Custom or Copycat?
We only offer custom-curated designs specifically for you.

3 min read

View Post
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Blinds vs. Curtains: The Best Window Treatments for Your Home
Window treatments are an important part of any room.

3 min read

View Post
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10 Reasons to Build Your Dream Home in San Antonio
Perfect location for a custom home built by professionals.

5 min read

View Post
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The Best Home Automation To Make Your Life Easier
Easy to use home automation

5 min read

View Post









View all blog posts





Frequently Asked Questions

Explore Our FAQs for answers to all your questions related to custom home building in San Antonio, Texas.



How long will it take to build my custom home?




We can't promise that you'll be in your new house in the blink of an eye, but typically it takes around 6-12 months to build a custom home depending on the details of the build, and of course any changes you might make throughout the course of construction.



Will I be able to make changes to the design as we go?




Of course! We want you to be happy with every detail of your new home, so we're happy to work with you to make any necessary changes.



Do I need to own land before we start working together?




Nope! We are a licensed Real Estate Broker in the State of Texas and can help you find the perfect site for your new home, or make new plans that work with land you already own.



How much is this going to cost me?




It's tough to give an exact number without knowing more about your needs and wants, and the level of finish you desire, but we promise to be transparent and upfront about all expenses involved.



Can you help me pick out finishes and materials?




Absolutely! We work with a team of experts who can help guide you through the project to ensure your home is just the way you want it.



Do you work with Subcontractors?




Yes, we work with subcontractors to ensure the highest level of expertise and efficiency in building your custom home. However, as home builders, we are fully responsible for overseeing and coordinating all aspects of the build. Our experienced team maintains close supervision to guarantee that every detail meets our stringent standards.




What if something goes wrong during the build?




We are on all of our job sites daily and strive to not have issues, but this business is construction, involving dozens of people and tens of thousands of parts and pieces. We pride ourselves on our excellent customer service, and we'll work with you to make things right if any issues arise.



How often will I get updates on the progress of my new home?




We'll keep you in the loop every step of the way! You'll receive regular updates, scheduling notices, weather issues, and many other data points via BuilderTrend throughout the course of construction as well as post construction for any warranty issue that may arise. You will also have access to our team throughout the life of the project.



Can you provide references or examples of previous custom homes you've built?




Of course! We're proud of our work and happy to provide references and examples to give you peace of mind.



What happens after the home is built?




After your custom home is built, you can rest assured knowing that it is insured it's covered by a third-party warranty through Maverick Builders Insurance. This warranty covers workmanship and materials for the first year, all major mechanicals such as electric, HVAC, and plumbing for two years, and the structure including the foundation and framing for ten years. You can have peace of mind knowing that your investment is protected for years to come.



Do you have any tips for decorating and furnishing my new home?




We're not interior designers, but we're happy to provide suggestions and recommendations based on our experience building custom homes. Just ask!





Still have questions?

Our team at UrbanLUX Builders is always here to assist you and provide you with the information you need. Use the button below to schedule a consultation with our Founder & CEO.
Schedule a Consultation
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Join our newsletter to stay up to date on features and releases.




By subscribing you agree to with our Privacy Policy and provide consent to receive updates from our company.

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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